
INSPIRED BY HEMINGWAY’S TIMELESS SPIRIT 

This exclusive edition release serves 
as a timeless tribute to Ernest 

Hemingway, celebrating his 
adventurous spirit and insatiable 

thirst for life. 

Much like Hemingway's enduring 
literary masterpieces, 

encapsulates the essence of 
authenticity, infused with passion 
and an unwavering commitment to 

uncompromising quality. 



CELEBRATING A DECADE OF EXCELLENCE THROUGH AN 
EXCLUSIVELY LIMITED INAUGURAL RELEASE

milestones are meant to be 
celebrated in exceptional 

ways. 

As we reflect upon our 
incredible 10-year journey, we 

find it only fitting to pay 
homage through the 

introduction of           , 
our inaugural exclusive 

edition rum set to be released 
on Hemingway's birthday –

July 21, 2023.

Embodying the spirit of 
adventure and literary 

brilliance of Ernest 
Hemingway, this remarkable 

rum captures the very essence 
of Papa's Pilar, representing 
the culmination of a decade 

dedicated to crafting the 
finest spirits. 



UNPARALLELED CRAFTSMANSHIP IN EVERY DROP
Product & Process 

Rum: XO double-finished hand-selected rum blend

Sources: three hand-selected rums from South & Central 
America

Age: Rum blend aged up to 23 years old

Proof: 100-proof / 50% Alc. by Vol.

MSRP: $599

Ernest is a harmonious blend of hand-selected rums, expertly crafted with 
the utmost precision and masterly blended by 7th Generation Master Distiller, 
Ron Call.
After the initial aging process, it undergoes a unique double-finishing 
technique that sets it apart from the rest: first, in new, 36-month air-dried 
staves in heavy toasted American white oak barrels, imparting rich and robust 
flavors. It is then double-finished in both cognac casks and Armagnac casks.



TASTE UNPARALLELED CRAFTSMANSHIP IN EVERY DROP
Product & Process 

AROMA: 
a refined and nuanced aroma, gradually building in complexity 
to reveal notes of roses, violets, hazelnuts, and burnt citrus 
peel.

PALATE: 
An initial subtlety is soon overcome by a bold and complex 
flavor profile, where a range of flavors including burnt citrus 
peel, turned earth, toasted hazelnut, green tea, cinnamon, 
clove, nutmeg, vanilla bean, dark chocolate, and quince all vie 
for attention.

FINISH: 
The finish is particularly noteworthy, with its extraordinary 
length and complexity that slowly eases you back to reality with 
lingering notes of green tea, vanilla bean, and burnt citrus 
peel. Ernest offers a sensory experience that is both thrilling 
and refined, with its intricate interplay of flavors and aromas.



BESPOKE COLLECTORS PACKAGING WORTHY OF THE RUM ITSELF
PACKAGING & DESIGN

Showcasing a meticulously designed crystal decanter-style bottle Encased in A Show-stopping 
display piece, this Exclusive Edition release is a testament to true artisanship and 

sophistication. 
Every detail has been thoughtfully designed & executed with the utmost precision:

• Inspiration photo of Hemingway at his 
home, finca vigia in cuba, with the 
decanter-style bottle

• Crystal decanter bottle with crystal top 
& travel cork with wood & gold detail

• Removeable valet with gold plaque
• Wood siding, styled after the Armagnac 

barrel finish
• Cream velvet insides, with fine hand 

stitching and gold rivet piping



10 THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT

1. Only 400 crafted, each 
featuring a hand-written 
number on the label

2. Photo of Ernest in his 
home, Finca Vigia, Cuba 
featuring original bottle 
inspiration

3. Wood Accent Paneling 
with Gold Foil Embossed 
Corners

4. Removable Leather Tray 
with Gold Metal Engraved 
Brand Plaque

5. Gold Medallion Ernest 
Logo Accent

6. Signature Ernest Logo on 
Glass

7. Wood Styled after the 
Armagnac Cask Finish

8. Authentication Card with 
bottle number

9. Crystal Decanter Cork
10. Wood/Gold Travel Cork



CONTENT CURATED TO CAPTURE the luxurious rum & package

BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION

CUBA-INSPIRED LIFESTYLE



ERNEST MESSAGING
The Finest Celebrations in Life DESERVE THE FINEST SIPS

CELEBRATING A DECADE OF EXCELLENCE
• Inaugural Release  by the Makers of Papa’s Pilar, celebrating 10 years of Rum Making and innovation
• release on ernest hemingway’s birthday, 7/21/23 to serve as a timeless tribute to him

EMBODYING HEMINGWAY’S TIMELESS SPIRIT FOR INSPIRATION 
• exclusive edition inspired by a moment in time at hemingway’s cherished home in Finca Vigia, Cuba
• Our crystal decanter-style bottle design reflects elegance that resonated throughout his life

UNPARALLELED CRAFTSMANSHIP IN EVERY DROP
• Crafted with utmost care and precision, Ernest is a Grandeur XO Double-Finished hand-selected rum blend 

that showcases the artistry and expertise of our 7th Generation Master Distiller, Ron Call
• Rum: XO double-finished hand-selected rum blend
• Sources: three hand-selected rums from South and Central America
• Age: Rum blend aged up to 23 years old
• Proof: 100 proof / 50% ABV

BESPOKE COLLECTORS PACKAGING WORTHY OF THE RUM ITSELF
• Encased in a meticulously designed crystal decanter-style bottle, this highly limited release is a testament 

to true artisanship and sophistication
• Every detail has been carefully considered, from the luxurious gold embossed label to the elegant 

closure
• Highly allocated release with only 400 bottles available for purchase
• Large majority will be available online with select trade locations throughout Florida


